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Historic Organizations
Nazi SS (Sedes Sacrorum)
Key Facts
Other names
Year of origin
Founder(s)
First Leader:
Headquarters
Head of
Organization
Current Leader
Members

Nasi SS, "Knights", "Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum ", "Knights of
the Holy See "
1933
Archbishop Cardinal Pacelli, Superior General Fr.Wlodimir
Ledochowski S.J.
RiechFührer (1st being Fr. H. Himmler S.J.)
Berlin (to 1945), Washington DC since 1945
RiechFührer (1st being Fr. H. Himmler S.J.)
Director, SS (Secret Service), Washington DC
10,000

The Nazis
The Nazi SS also known as "SS" -- a shortened name for the "Knights of the Holy See" is a Roman Catholic spiritual and
military order first formed in 1933 based completely upon the Jesuit order structure upon the signing of the "sacred" Reich
Concordat specifically through the application of Articles 1,12,15,21 and 33 with the enaction of Clause (c) of the "Secret
Supplement" of the Concordat between Franz von Papen (on behalf of Nazi Germany) and Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli (Pope Pius
XII).
The term Nazi was first publicly used as the rebranded name for the National Socialist German Workers' Party (NSDAP) in 1933
upon devout Catholic leader --known as "Father" or Führer--(Fr.) Adolf Hitler assuming office as German Chancellor.
The Nazi SS were also formally given birth under the Reich Concordat of 1933 with its first Superior General being Reichführer
(Superior Father/General) Fr. Heinrich Himmler S.J. who personally attended the signing ceremony of the Reich Concordat in
Rome (1933). Under the Reich Concordat, the Reichführer –having the same rank as a Senior Roman Catholic Cardinal --is the
superior to the Führer, the “lay” representative of the Nazi (Knights).
As a military order of the Roman Catholic Church, the Knights of the Holy See (Nazi SS) are bestowed by the "infallible" legal
orders of the Roman Pontiff on behalf of the Mother Church to wage constant Holy Inquisition against all heretics, including
assassinations, torture and counter-intelligence, to protect the name of the Holy Roman Catholic Church and directly represent
the interests of the Holy See as its primary order of Holy Knights-- the SS (Sedes Sacrorum or Holy See).
As the primary Roman Catholic spiritual order charged with carrying out the executions of the Holy Inquisition, the Knights of the
Holy See (Nazi SS) are tasks with rounding up large numbers of people, depriving them of their rights on claim of being heretics
and killing them.
As a spiritual order of the Roman Catholic Church, the Nazis-- like the Jesuits --were bestowed with the extraordinary Roman
Catholic grace of being forgiven for all their mortal sins (therefore can go to Heaven) that "unfortunately" must be done in order
to observe its temporal orders.
As members of a Catholic Order holding the equivalent spiritual powers of Priests, Bishops and even Cardinals (e.g. Fr Himmler
S.J.), the Knights of the Holy See have historically murdered heretics by sacrificing them in formal religious ceremony. This is
why over 18 million innocent people were burnt alive in ovens in Russia and Poland during World War II--as the single
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largest mass human sacrifice in history -- rather than cheaply starving them to death and/or burying them alive/dead.
As the Nazi SS order ("Knights of the Holy See") were formed by a formal Papal act and Deed in the form of the Reich
Concordat 1933, the continued existence of the Nazi SS Order is conditional upon this legal document remaining enacted. Given
the German Government and Holy See (Vatican) continue to honor this Concordat to this day, the SS remains legally and
technical still enacted, now bestowed unto a new organization.

Hitler and the foundation of the NSDAP
The National Socialist German Workers' Party (NSDAP) was born in early 1920 as an evolution of the earlier political group - the
extremist German Workers' Party (Arbeiterpartei, DAP) first founded by Anton Drexler (1884-1942) including others such as
Gottfried Feder, Dietrich Eckart and Karl Harrer.
Adolf Hitler first came into contact with the DAP around June 1919--five months after its formation-- as a double agent and
intelligence officer of the Catholic controlled Bavarian Reichswehr Group tasked with reporting on their activities. His acceptance
into the ranks of the Catholic Bavarian Reichswehr intelligence network was thanks to the support of his patron Catholic Papal
Nuncio, Archbishop Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli, based in Munich at the time.
From late 1919 until he moved to Berlin in 1925, Hitler met with his mentor Cardinal Pacelli every few weeks and probably
updated the Archbishop on his progress while receiving his next instructions. Testimony as a "matter of fact" to the regular and
clockwork meetings of Hitler and Pacelli was given by the housekeeper and friend of Pacelli for 41 years, Sister Pascalina
Lehnert.
Hitler was accepted as the 55th member of the German Workers' Party (DAP), and played no active role until the start of 1920
when the tiny German Worker’s Party was facing bankruptcy and extinction thanks to the disastrous management of the weekly
published Thule society newspaper the Münchener Beobachter (Munich Observer ) by Drexler, Feder, Eckart and Harrer.
Rather than being re-assigned to another intelligence project, Hitler was promptly and honorably discharged from military service
by the end of February 1920 and overnight went from unemployed minor party member to savior of the DAP by providing all the
necessary gold to keep the Münchener Beobachter (Munich Observer ) and the DAP afloat.
In a measure of the influence and control Hitler now had as the miraculous financier, the party changed its name in March 1920
to Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or (NSDAP) --National Socialist German Workers' Party and the name of its
paper to Völkischer Beobachter (People’s Observer) after its purchase by the re-named NSDAP from the Thule Society.
Later, the Jesuits wrote the lie in Mein Kampf that this strategic decision to change the party was made by erratic alcoholic and
drug addict Dietrich Eckart. What is never mentioned is that Hitler came bearing millions of dollars of gold seemingly out of "thin
air" to turn a small eccletic band into a political movement.

The failed NSDAP push for power by force
In spite of Hitler arranging the lifeline to keep the NSDAP afloat, the Thule Society members remained half hearted in
transforming it into a real political movement, yet unwilling to step aside.
By early 1921, Cardinal Pacelli had also assisted Hitler by discretely introducing key and trusted Catholic members such as
Rudolf Hess, Hans Frank and Alfred Rosenberg into the NSDAP. At an extraordinary party meeting on 28 July 1921 Hitler made
his move and was voted in as Chairman of the NSDAP against the wishes of its founders.
Now with his protege in charge, Pacelli pushed for the NSDAP to accelerate its transformation. Soon after being appointed
Führer, Superior General Wlodimir Ledochowski provided Jesuit priests to Adolf Hitler in 1921 to help establish a paramilitary
wing to the NSDAP to be known as the Sturmabteilung (SA) also known as “Brownshirts” first headed by Ernst Röhm. The new
official insignia of the party, the swastika was also adopted.
The plan given to the Hitler by Cardinal Pacelli in late 1921 that the NSDAP was to organize themselves as a Catholic militia
ready to seize power within the year. Yet, even with new recruits and millions of dollars of gold in the bank, the NSDAP
demonstrated a complete lack of competence in organizing themselves into a political military force.
In contrast, the National Fascist Party headed by Benito Mussolini with his "Blackshirts" (Squadristi) demonstrated far more
capability in winning at the Italian elections in 1922 and then staging a coup d'état to seize total power in October 1922.
By the beginning of November 1923 after considerable expense, the NSDAP now had around 20,000 members and a few
thousand members of the Sturmabteilung “Brownshirts”. Under pressure to demonstrate results, Hitler launched his coup to try
and takeover Germany on the night of November 8th—the so call “Beer hall putsch” beginning with a rally of 2,000 supporters
through Munich. It failed instantly, with the Reichswehr troops opening fire on the rebels and Hitler with the rest of the party
leadership were arrested and found guilty of treason by March 1924—the party banned from having any military wing and
prevented from running in elections for four years.
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It must be noted clearly that there is absolutely no credible evidence that Fr Heinrich Himmler was associated with Hitler, or any
member of the NDSAP in anyway until 1929. Nor is there any credible evidence whatsoever that the NSDAP used the word
“Nazi” or “Nazi Party” until the arrival of Himmler. Both crucial facts being deliberately clouded and misrepresented to his the
accurate evolution of events leading to World War II.
Yet, it was the imprisonment of Hitler (albeit for an incredibly short 12 months until December 20, 1924) that turned out to be a
major propaganda win by Pacelli and the Jesuits for their protégé. Hitler may have been a remarkable orator, but was as good at
writing as painting. While at Lansberg Prison, Hitler was visited several times by Bernhardt Staempfle S.J. for the painful
process of extracting the outline of an autobiography and political manifesto to be called Mein Kampf “My Life”.
Within a few months of his release Fr Staempfle S.J. had completed Volume I “A Reckoning” --12 chapters outlining the essential
arguments for Catholic Nationalism (Fascism) in Germany peppered by semi-fiction of the life of Hitler.
The Jesuits even secured a top-notch Bavarian born US media agent named Ernst Hanfstaengl who had worked for Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and was on close terms to many in German and US “high society” including media baron William Randolph
Hearst. It was Hanfstaengl who was instrumental in massaging the public image of Hitler into a “Catholic Christian Knight”
against the “global Jewish menace”.
While Hitler’s career as the “world’s first media celebrity” gained ground, the NDSAP and Hitler remained banned from
participating in elections until 1927. Contrary to deliberate misinformation which claims the NDSAP secretly participated as the
“National-Socialist Freedom Movement” in the 1924 national German elections, the first election at which the NDSAP and Hitler
ever stood candidates was in the National elections on May 20, 1928 at which the NDSAP polled a poor 2.6% of the vote with
Hitler as their famous celebrity leader.
In the meantime, Mussolini had already been in absolute power of Italy since 1922. Clearly, the whole political apparatus of the
NDSAP needed to change.

The arrival of Fr Himmler S.J. and the Nazis
One of (several) absurd mythologies accepted by eminent historians and academics is the proposition that the Schutzstaffel
(German for “Squadron” and the same concept as the Italian “Blackshirt Squadrons” of Catholic Mussolini) was formed in 1925
as the personal bodyguard of Hitler following his release from prison.
Some audacious writers have even “revised history” to claim the Schutzstaffel (frequently cut in half to try and get two S’s our of
the single word for squadron) had already started to use the SS and skull and bones symbols, including calling their head the
Reichführer-SS and the Roman Salute (straight arm) to their allegiance to the Vatican, Rome.
The ridiculous nature of these lies are easily exposed when the facts are considered that Hitler’s main claim to fame in 1925 was
as a book writer and budding political philosopher, surrounded by a tight group of individuals each providing key skills such as
Rudolf Hess-personal private secretary, Ernst Hanfstaengl-media, Hans Frank-Lawyer and Julius Schreck-personal security.
Furthermore, the NDSAP was a publicly banned organization until May 1927.
In fact, the first election of the reformed NDSAP in May 1928 was a complete humiliation and disaster. It was during this period of
recrimination and failure that Fr. Heinrich Himmler S.J entered to be immediately appointed the deputy of Erhard Heiden,
commanded of the Schutzstaffel (squadron). Within a matter of a few months, Erhard Heiden resigned and Fr. Himmler S.J. was
appointed as commander of the Schutzstaffel.
Again, it is important of emphasize that the Schutzstaffel (only one S) wore brown shirts until the Reich Concordat was signed
between Cardinal Pacelli and Franz von Papen (for Germany) in 1933 bestowing exclusive spiritual powers on the Schutzstaffel
of Fr. Himmler S.J. by the Vatican. The Jesuit Skull and Bones was incorporated by Fr Himmler into the military insignia of the
Schutzstaffel but not the infamous SS until after the 1933 Concordat.
The political fortunes of the NDSAP appeared to suddenly turn around thanks to the swelling ranks of disciplined recruits to the
Schutzstaffel. In September 1930, the NSDAP won 18.3% of the vote and 107 seats in the Reichstag (Parliament). By the July
1932 national elections, this vote had swelled to 37.8% and 230 of the 608 seats of Parliament. However, in the November 1932
elections, their lead had dropped to 33.1% and 196 seats in a 584 seat Parliament.
By 1933 National Elections, the Schutzstaffel under the control of Fr. Himmler S.J. numbered at least 52,000 highly trained and
absolutely loyal members – a far cry from the early incompetence in Munich ten years earlier.
It was March 1933 that the world saw the word “Nazi” unleashed as a political religious force in the elections following the
destruction of the Reichstag (Parliament) by Schutzstaffel agents and blamed on communists.

The etymology (origin) and meaning of Nazi
1933 marks the first year the religious word Nazi (from Hebrew Nasi meaning “Knight”) was used as the official new name of the
NDSAP in government.
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It is frequently and incorrectly claimed that the word “Nazi” comes from the haphazard extraction of letters from the first word of
the name of the NSDAP - NAtionalsoZIalistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei to produce a simple abbreviation. This explanation is
patently false as the NSDAP already has a perfectly good and well known abbreviation- NSDAP!. The word “Nazi” appeared
only after Hitler assumed power invited by Franz Von Papen for an entirely different reason.
The word Nazi/Nasi dates back to the time of the Sanhedrin councils of Palestine first formed by the Romans in the 1st Century
BCE. To members of modern Judaism, the Nasi were the appointed spiritual leaders of the Sanhedrin as opposed to the
temporal leadership of the High Priest of the Main Temple. While there is some uncertainty as to the credibility of all the claimed
history of the office of Nasi and the bloodline of Rabbinical Scholars of the House of Hillel, there is no doubt the position existed
at some point.
The problem for modern readers concerning the direct relationship with the Hebrew term (Nasi) for knight and Nazi for the
NDSAP as the “New Knights of Germany” is that Hitler and the NDSAP were supposed to be racially opposed to all things
“Jewish”. Without an understanding of true history concerning Israel being historically a region called Samara/Samaria and
Judah being Yahud, without an understanding of the Phoenician/Samaritan/Sephardic priest-king bloodlines as the Khazars, the
Venetians, the kings of Septimania as but a few examples, then the use of the word “Nasi” as “Nazi” seems absurd.
The simple fact is that the 16th century word and label “Jew” masked two distinct and wholly separate ancient religious/cultural
/racial groups with absolutely nothing in common except a history of antipathy, hatred, war and rebirth. The Sarmatian/Sephardic
/Sadducee priest-kings from the North, inventors of Hebrew, descendents of the Phoenicians being the mortal enemies of the
southern Sephardic/Aramaic/Sadducee priest kings of Yahud (Judah). The term “Jew” is equivalent to saying all the people in
the Middle East are “Easterners”—falsely claiming a homogeny and cultural identifiable unity.
The etymology of the word Nazi is wholly Sarmatian/Sadducee/Sephardic—the founders of Venice and a set of families that had
grown very rich and powerful in their connections with the Roman Cult controlling the Catholic Church since the 12th and 13th
Centuries. Today, we know them by the deliberately misleading name of the “Global Jewish Bankers”.
The shocking truth concerning the Nazis is that rather than seeking to destroy any kind of “Global Jewish Banking Conspiracy”,
they were in fact dedicated to seeing it re-establish pre-eminent control over European Financial System and ultimately to the
Roman Cult of the Vatican, Rome to whom they serve.

The Nazi SS - The Knights of the Holy See
There is a parallel and quite extraordinary change within the power structure of the NSDAP as the Nazis- the rise of Fr. Himmler
to Reichführer (also Reichführer Nazi SS) – or Superior General of the Knights of the Holy See.
Many historians deliberately mask the first beginnings of the use of the title Reichführer by dropping off the word “Nazi”, or
removing “SS” to somehow claim this position was the official title of the commander of the Schutzstaffel as early as 1925. The
reason for this forgery is twofold- one to mask the true date of 1933 as the historic shift in the introduction of the initials SS and
secondly to mask the true arrival of Himmler in 1929 and the title Reichführer-Nazi SS in 1933.
But what is more incredible is the fabricated history that continues to hid the absolute fact that in 1933 after the Reich Concordat
was signed with the Vatican, Fr. Himmler was elevated in power, name and status above Hitler. Fr. Himmler S.J. as the
Reichführer has superior title (as opposed to plain old führer for Hitler). Fr Himmler had complete independent control over all
police, paramilitary, intelligence, scientific research and weapons development and the dreaded elite units of over 50,000 just in
1933—and Hitler had absolutely no authority over him. In fact the proof of the distaste each man had for one another is
demonstrated in countless war archive movies showing in clear detail the body language of both men.
The fact that Hitler could do nothing against Himmler at the end of the war when it is universally recognized that Himmler was
seeking to broker some kind of personal peace deal is more than enough evidence to conclude Hitler was part-puppet to larger
forces.
Finally, the fact that neither Hitler nor any of his henchmen ever attempted to assassinate Himmler, in spite of his open usurping
of Hitler’s authority on many occasions, is indication the title of Reichführer-Nazi SS and the meaning of the SS is extremely
significant.

The real meaning of the SS of the Nazi elite
As stated, two S’s cannot logically be extracted from the word Schutzstaffel simply means “Squadron”. The significance of the
use of the SS symbol by the elite of Himmler’s forces after he personally attended the signing of the Reich Concordat with the
Vatican in 1933 is frequently ignored.
Prior to its use by Himmler, the symbols SS were most frequently and officially used as the abbreviation of Sedes Sacrorum or
the legal name of the Vatican being the “Holy See” (Latin Sedes = seat/see and Sacrorum = Holy/Sacred) since the 16th
Century as a sign of imprimatur over official Vatican documents.
It is either an extraordinary coincidence that Himmler and his elite began wearing the SS symbol as Reichführer immediately
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after the signing of the Reich Concordat in 1933 with the SS- the Sedes Sacrorum, the Holy See. Given the four hundred year
precedent of SS being associated with the Holy See, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the wearing of the symbols is
associated with some as yet unpublished spiritual/temporal powers bestowed on the SS Troops by the SS- Holy See.
When one considers that Nazi SS translates most perfectly into the meaning “Knights of the Holy See”, that the role of Himmler
best translates into the new Grand Inquisitor and that over 18 million innocent people were burned alive in human sacrifice
camps in Poland and Russia, then the SS were without doubt the new “Holy Army” of a great inquisition against “heretics”
orchestrated by the Vatican, Rome.
Once this is understood, then the claims of millions burnt alive makes sense as the official doctrine (to this day) of the Roman
Catholic Church for punishing heretics. It makes sense why the Nazi SS built the death camps. It makes sense why some many
millions were targeted and why so much energy was spent on this utmost evil—because they were the loyal Catholic troops of
the Vatican-Jesuit Inquisition of 1933-1945.

The Nazis Today
As the Nazi order ("Knights of the Reich") were formed by a formal Papal act and Deed in the form of the Reich Concordat 1933,
the continued existence of the Nazi Order is conditional upon this legal document remaining enacted. Given the German
Government and Holy See (Vatican) continue to honor this Concordat to this day, the Nazi order remains legally and technical
still enacted, now bestowed unto a new organization.

Important Announcement Concerning Redemption and Fulfillment
Whilst the present heads of the Catholic Church have demonstrated over 900 years of contempt towards the Divine Creator,
under the Covenant of One-Heaven (Pactum De Singularis Caelum) the entire officials including Cardinals, Bishops,
Deacons and Ordinaries are granted Divine Redemption including the Sainthood of all Popes , including the Church having
the power to ratify the Divine Treaty of Lucifer and the end of Hell and Damnation forever if all evil behaviour is ceased, all
sins admitted and all property surrendered by the Day of Divine Judgment on VENUS E8:Y3210:A0:S1:M27:D6 also known as
Wed, 21 Dec 2011.
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